HELP FACULTY and AFFILIATE


BIOLOGY/NEUROBIOLOGY/misc


Belsky, J., Schlomer, G. L., & Ellis, B. J. (2012). Beyond cumulative risk: distinguishing harshness and unpredictability as determinants of parenting and early life history


CHILDREN’s ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH


**GLOBAL**


**INDIGENOUS**


**MIDDLE YEARS**


**POPULATION HEALTH**


**SOCIAL CARE, CITIZENSHIP, CHILD CARE, POLICY, NEIGHBOURHOOD, misc**


SCREENING


MEDIA


September 20, 2012. Young adults staying at home; Living with mom and dad is normal for twentysomethings. Justin McElroy, *The Province* A.11


September 22, 2012. One in four children is obese; Region's kids also not ready for school: report. Frances Barrick, *Waterloo Region Record* B.1